POP GOES THE
SHOWROOM!

Target does it. So does JC Penney. Why not an online company specializing in
home furnishings and design?
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One recent venture, however,
has involved the online home
décor advisor/resource Remote
Stylist.com, which embraced this
concept by outfitting a cottage in
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from around the world.”
Fallis chose Lake Muskoka in
Canada because “it is a similar
audience to the Hamptons and
Malibu Beach, which means it is
a good opportunity and place to
showcase new styles.”
Fallis and her talented staging staff quickly learned filling
an empty house under a serious
time crunch proved no easy feat.
“Some of the challenges we faced
included having no location up
until the last second,” she discloses. “In January we started looking at cottages and specific builds
for sale. However, once a builder
completes a home they want to get
it sold. Many of the properties we
looked at were bought before our
event started.”
Once locations were secured,
there were the logistics of setting up the cottages: the picking
up and dropping off of items on
the shipping dock, getting things
in and out of the spaces, and of
course, navigating the roads to
and from the sites.
There was also a concern about
the best way to market the project.
“Pop up stores are known in New
York City, but not here [in Lake
Muskoka],” Fallis notes. “People
didn’t know what it was, and we
were wondering, ‘Since this has
never been done here before, how
do we sell it? How do we get the
word out?’”
“We used Facebook to spark
interest, but we launched that part
a bit late, so next time we will do it
earlier,” Fallis admits.
It turns out attracting shoppers was no problem at all. “The
cottages had about 4,500 visitors.
Because people thought it was so
innovative and cool, they came
back and brought their friends.
Some people spent hours here,
and word of mouth just spread it
around.”
Since many of the cottages in
Lake Muskoka are passed down
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through family generations, choosing the styles of items was significant. “We needed to pick pieces
that would get exposure, but
would also blend in with any cottage décor,” Kelly explains. “These
weren’t cottage-specific pieces like
a large overstuffed bear. We went
instead with industrial contemporary pieces that would mix in and

“People
didn’t know
what it was,
and we
were
wondering,
‘Since this
has never
been done
here before,
how do we
sell it?’”
get a trend going.”
“We chose products we love.
Our location was an actual home,
so we needed it to look like one —
room by room. We chose a wide
range of styles and had lots of
manufacturers to work with. We
had a short time to put [the project] together, and we didn’t get all
of the products we planned. Sometimes [merchandise was] swapped
mid-process,” Fallis adds. “At one
point, it had to do with inventory.
When there was no time, we’d say
to vendors, ‘What’s on your dock?
Send us what you have.’”
Once the cottages were open

to the public, the challenge of remerchandising each day became
a fun one. “It’s not like a store.
Once we sold something we didn’t
have more pieces in a stock room,
so we re-merchandized by moving
products around and making the
rooms look different. For example, we had an industrial shopping
cart that we used in different ways
in different settings. When visitors
came back and brought friends,
the spaces would always look different,” Fallis relates. “People
don’t always think to move things
or use them in new ways in their
homes. You may buy a table for
your house, put it in your living room, and never move it the
whole time you live there. Items
such as lamps are great because
they are easy to move.”
For the cottages, Remote
Stylist.com worked with two lighting companies: Currey & Company and Go Home Ltd. “The
people at RemoteStylist.com saw
us at a gift show and the owner
contacted me,” says Liora Simpson, marketing director for Flushing, N.Y.-based Go Home. “We are
always up for a challenge, and this
process was made easy as they handled it all. We were very excited to
have our product represented so
beautifully in Canada, and we consider the project a big success. We
look forward to working with them
again in the future.”
And the future looks very
bright for RemoteStylist’s next pop
up store projects, based on the
feedback from both manufacturers and consumers. “We are planning to do six pop up stores up
and down the East Coast in 2012,”
Fallis declares. “The first one will
be in Florida in the winter. A pop
up store is a direct-to-consumer
marketing opportunity for us, and
after shoppers experience them,
they will know us in person and
feel more comfortable ordering
online.” ✣

